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Abstract
Nowadays, roaming individuals require ubiquitous, effort-
less, secure and private “on-the-go” connectivity for their
Mobile Device (MD). At the same time, WiFi Access Net-
works (ANs) need to offer connectivity to MDs in an ac-
countable and credible manner to avoid compromising their
security policies. Our approach efficiently satisfies these
conflicting requirements, and presents a solution where the
MD does not have to disclose its identity when requesting
network access. At the same time, the AN has a uniquely
identifying alias for the MD, to account and profile for the
connectivity it provides to it. The evaluation of our imple-
mentation on a live experimental testbed, demonstrates that
our solution’s overhead is remarkably low for the benefits it
provides, and highlights its applicability and efficiency for
real world deployment in the current Internet infrastructure.

Categories and Subject Descriptors C.2.0 [Computer-
Communication Networks]: General-Security and protec-
tion; C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Net-
work Architecture and Design-Wireless communication
General Terms Security, Management, Design
Keywords Privacy, Mobility, Security, AAA, CUI

1. Introduction
The number of Internet enabled Mobile Devices (MDs)
(such as laptops, netbooks, smartphones etc.), has exponen-
tially increased during the last decade, and it is expected to
increase even further in the near future. Individuals require
Internet connectivity at their fingertips every time of the day,
wherever they go, despite their mobility.

Host Mobility protocols, such Mobile IPv4 and Mobile
IPv6 [9], and Network Mobility protocols, such as NEMO
BS [3], could potentially provide constant and reliable Inter-
net connectivity to commuters’ MDs in a transparent fash-
ion. However, mobility protocols have been designed on
the assumption that the MDs can obtain quick, effortless,
secure and private network access whilst roaming. Reality
shows that none of these assumptions hold true, especially
for 802.11 connectivity, since, despite the increasing number
of WiFi Access Points (APs) around us, roaming individu-
als are still faced with a number of problems when trying to
connect to them. Each WiFi AP requires a different configu-
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ration for secure access and data transmission, with different
types of authentication credentials (e.g. one time keys, user-
name/password pairs, certificates etc.) and no user has the
expertise or time to set up his MD every time he connects to
a different AP. Even in scenarios where authentication could
be carried out in a less complicated way, the individual may
have strong privacy concerns as his identity (e.g. username)
is revealed to the Access Network (AN) to which he pro-
vides his credentials to. Without, secure and private network
access how could mobility protocols begin to operate?

This paper discusses our work on offering secure and pri-
vate, but also accountable network access by WiFi ANs in
order to facilitate true mobility scenarios in real world de-
ployments. Our approach suggests a Eduroam-like wireless
architecture that provides quick, effortless and secure net-
work access, and a Chargeable User Identity (CUI) [2] based
solution that offers private, but controlled access to MDs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the motivation behind our research, Section 3 pro-
vides the background on the protocols we use and Section
4 presents the related work. Section 5 highlights the Design
of our solution and Section 6 presents its implementation.
Section 7 evaluates our approach and finally, Section 8 con-
cludes this body of work and highlights its benefits.

2. Motivation
An excellent paradigm for facilitating mobility in a more
straightforward manner without compromising security, is
the Eduroam academic network. Any time an academic or
student of a University visits another University, he can ac-
quire secure WiFi connectivity ”on-the-spot” without hav-
ing to manually configure his MD, as the visited University
authenticates him by relaying his authentication request to
his own home University. Similar cooperative authentication
could be followed between all the wireless AN providers that
have scattered wireless APs in towns and “home” ISPs that
provide Internet connectivity to home users. Following this
approach, ANs could offer instant and ubiquitous connec-
tivity to roaming individuals, without them having to worry
about the different types of authentication credentials, or the
security configuration of the WiFi APs they connect to.

In our previous work, we proposed such a collaborative
architecture for Mobile Hosts [6] and Mobile Networks [7],
which could efficiently scale since only home ISPs would
be required to have credentials for their users. Mobile users
would benefit from obtaining quick access and allowing
mobility protocols to perform on their devices. Furthermore,
home ISPs (could be Home Networks (HNs)) would have all
their users getting connectivity “on-the-go” without having



to set up any APs, and WiFi ANs would get financial benefits
for the access they provide to mobile users from their ISPs.

One of the drawbacks of such a collaborative architecture,
and in general when a commuter requests access from a pos-
sibly untrusted WiFi AP whilst roaming, is that the identity
of the user is being disclosed to the AN he provides his au-
thentication credentials to. As things stand, in Eduroam pri-
vacy is a serious concern since mobile users need to provide
their credentials in order to be authenticated. Certain authen-
tication methods, such as those that are EAP-TLS based [4],
allow the MD to not disclose its identity to the AN, which in
spite of targeting effectively the privacy concerns it disguises
the MD’s access to look anonymous, and thus creates further
problems to the ANs. If the AN does not know who the MD
is, how is it going to maintain its security policies, account
for the network usage it provides, and then bill the MD’s
ISP for the provided connectivity? It is very apparent, that
no AN would want to offer uncontrolled and unaccountable
network access, in fear of having mobile users misusing the
service and eventually inviting or inducing legal implication.

3. Background
3.1 RADIUS AAA Authentication
The RADIUS Authentication, Authorization and Account-
ing (AAA) protocol [10] is the most widely deployed AAA
protocol, used to facilitate both mobile and stationary de-
vices. Its functionality is built on the generic AAA frame-
work defined in [8] and mainly involves three entities; the
supplicant (in our work the “MD”), the Network Access
Server (NAS) and the AAA server (Fig. 1).

The process of performing a AAA service for a wireless
device using RADIUS is as follows. When a device requests
network access it uses a Layer 2 protocol (such as PPP or
EAP) to communicate with the NAS and send to it its authen-
tication credentials. The chosen authentication method (e.g.
EAP-TLS, EAP-TTLS, PEAP etc.) will define the number
of packets that should be exchanged for the authentication of
the client, in addition to the type and format of the authenti-
cation credentials (e.g. a hashed password, a certificate etc.).
Since the NAS has no appropriate means to authenticate the
MD itself, it will initially collect all the information the sup-
plicant provides, then use its AAA client implementation to
encapsulate it in appropriate AAA packets, and then encrypt
those with a strong key it shares with the AAA server before
finally sending them to the server. When the AAA server re-
ceives these packets, it authenticates the supplicant usually
with the aid of other resources, such as local databases or
a PKI, and if authentication is successful, it establishes its
ISP specific authorization policies. When the AAA server
reaches a decision whether the user should be granted or de-
nied access to the network, it replies using AAA packets to
the NAS, which is then responsible for relaying the reply
to the supplicant over Layer 2 frames. When this phase is
completed, the user is granted (or denied) access with a de-
fined authorization level and the AAA server starts collect-

Figure 1. Authenticating & Authorizing a MD using RADIUS

ing accounting information for the supplicant’s network us-
age from the NAS using specific accounting messages, that
update the AAA server at regular intervals.

3.2 Wireless Security
The WiFi Alliance has designed WPA and WPA2 protocols
to secure wireless networks by offering packet encryption,
message integrity, protection against replay attacks and au-
thorized network access with the use of cryptographic algo-
rithms. When WPA/WPA2 protocols are used in Enterprise
mode they are an integral part of the AAA protocol commu-
nication, and the MD authentication is performed with the
aid of a AAA backend server. The use of a AAA protocol
in conjunction with WPA/WPA2 is a powerful security so-
lution, since it ensures that encryption/decryption keys are
being securely negotiated, derived and distributed to APs
and MDs, in a way that security is enhanced and preconfig-
uration is avoided. In addition, WPA/WPA2 supports very
efficient fast reauthentication of roaming MDs through the
use of Primary Master Key Security Association (PMKSA)
caching. PMKSA speeds up reauthentications as it ensures
that if a MD has been successfully authenticated in the past,
the full authentication procedure is skipped and only local
security session keys are derived.

3.3 TLS based Authentication methods
There are more than 40 EAP based authentication methods
that can be used in conjunction with a AAA protocol, which
will encapsulate the data found in EAP frames into appro-
priate AAA messages and transfer them from the NAS to
the AAA server. However, EAP authentication methods that
are based on a Transport Layer Security Tunnel [4], such as
EAP-TLS, EAP-TTLS, PEAP or EAP-FAST and others, ap-
peal more to our research not only because they are more
secure, but also because they bring significant advantages to
roaming users. During Phase 1 of an EAP-TLS based au-
thentication, the AAA server is authenticated to the suppli-
cant, and then a secure TLS tunnel is created between them,
which is then used from the MD to submit its own authen-
tication credentials. This process allows the MD to not dis-
close its authentication credentials to an intermediate AP or
AN, since it ensures that these are only transmitted to the
AAA server over the tunnel they have established. However,
such authentication methods shift the burden to the ANs,
since now ANs have to decide how and if they will offer their
services to anonymous users without compromising their se-
curity policies, and how to account for the offered connec-
tivity and bill the clients appropriately.



4. Related Work
Some ANs try to provide quick network access to MDs
using cross layer mechanisms, such as http authentication,
that allow users to enter their username/password on a web
browser. Cross layer mechanisms can offer a user friendly
authentication, but their operation is not instantaneous since
they require input from the user, thus cannot facilitate true
mobility. In addition such methods don’t support client pri-
vacy at all and do not operate across multiple ANs. The
IETF has captured the need to avoid cross layer authenti-
cation mechanisms and has designed Protocol for Carrying
Authentication for Network Access (PANA) [5]. PANA is
based on EAP and the generic AAA framework [8], thus pro-
vides support for different types of credentials and operates
efficiently across different ANs in a link-layer agnostic fash-
ion. However, PANA does not provide any privacy support
for roaming MDs requesting network access.

5. Design
In our previous work [6, 7] we proposed a Unified Architec-
ture (UA) that provides ubiquitous and secure connectivity
to MDs, and we analyzed how such an architecture allows
mobility protocols to operate and facilitate even the most
complicated mobility scenarios. In this paper, we focus on
the feature of the UA that allows WiFI ANs to offer quick,
secure and accountable network access to MDs, whilst satis-
fying their privacy requirements. It is important to empha-
size that the UA facilitates both Host Mobility (i.e. MDs
that move individually), but also Network Mobility scenar-
ios, such as a bus’ VAN, or having a MD tethering its con-
nectivity to surrounding devices.

The design of the UA employs an Eduroam like secure
WiFi infrastructure that offers configuration-less and “on-
the-go” connectivity to roaming MDs, by relaying their au-
thentication from the AN they request connectivity from to
their own AAA Home Server (AAAHS) at their HN. In ad-
dition, our UA includes a Chargeable User Identity (CUI)
based component [2], that allows the HN to provide, dur-
ing authentication, a unique alias to the WiFi AN instead of
the user’s real identity. This CUI value, will temporarily, but
uniquely identify the user’s MD to the AN without disclos-
ing its true identity.

The UA’s design achieves its goals as follows. Fig. 2
illustrates a scenario where a user visits a WPA/WPA2
WiFi AN and presents his credentials to the AN’s WiFi AP
(NAS) requesting network access without needing any ad-
vance configuration for that specific AN. The local NAS
forwards the MD’s request to its local AAA Foreign Server
(AAAFS) using the RADIUS protocol. The MD’s network
access request, complies to the NAI format [1] combining
the benefits of EAP-TLS based authentications [11], and
presents the identity of the roaming user in the form of
“anonymous@hn.com”, thus providing two important bene-
fits. Firstly, the real identity of the MD is not disclosed and
secondly, the AAAFS learns the realm (i.e. HN) that the user

Figure 2. Secure, Private & Accountable Authentication for MDs

belongs to, and therefore knows where to forward his cre-
dentials for authentication. Consequently, the AAAFS plays
the role of the proxy and based on a Service-Level Agree-
ment the two networks have established offline, it securely
relays the authentication credentials to the AAAHS of the
MD’s HN. During the EAP-TLS based authentication that is
carried out over an encrypted TLS tunnel between the MD
and the AAAHS, the AAAHS learns the real identity of the
user, which since it is transmitted encrypted, remains hidden
from the AN. After a successful authentication, the AAAHS
returns to the AAAFS a CUI alias for the MD in the for-
mat of, for example, “user1500@hn.com”, and the AAAFS
configures its authorization policies and grants network ac-
cess to the MD. This CUI attribute will be used onwards
by the AAAFS to account for the connectivity it provides
to the MD, and it will be included in all the accounting up-
date packets sent to the AAAHS, instead of the traditionally
used “User-Name” attribute in the RADIUS protocol. The
AAAFS should always be able to associate a CUI value be-
ing received from a AAAHS to a network request by the
MD, and use it not just in follow up accounting packets, but
also in potential reauthentications of the MD. The assertion
of the CUI to a MD should be temporary and be altered after
a specific period of time, to avoid identifying the user [2].

It is important to emphasize that the use of the CUI com-
ponent of our devised UA, does not just support the privacy
of the MD and the accounting functionality of the AN, but
also the AN’s overall AAA policies. For example, if a MD
misbehaves and an EAP-TLS based authentication is used
without the CUI support, the AN will not have any means
to univocally identify the user and block him from accessing
the service in order to limit the potential for fraud, since the
handle it would have had on him, would be in the generic
form of “anonymous@hn.com”. Without the CUI compo-
nent, the AN could only achieve authorization blocking poli-
cies at a per realm (i.e. per HN) granularity. With the CUI
component, the UA preserves the identity of the MD request-
ing access, but at the same time allows the AN to block only
the MD or apply other AAA policies as required, based on
the CUI alias that it will receive from the AAAHS at the end
of the authentication.

6. Implementation
The CUI implementation of the UA entails two components,
a AAA server and a Database server which are located in
both the AN and the HN. Since the FreeRadius server does
not have any inherent storing capabilities when it processes



AAA packets, it communicates with the MySQL server to
store the CUI and accounting information for the MD. We
decided to use a FreeRadius server and a MySQL server
because of their open source nature, although the UA’s de-
sign permits the use of any AAA protocol (e.g. Diameter) or
Database server.

The FreeRadius server is modular based software that has
its own programming language called unlang. The core of
the CUI functionality was implemented with the introduc-
tion of certain policies and modules using unlang, which are
executed at a particular AAA phase (e.g. before proxying a
MD’s request or after its authentication) in order to allow the
FreeRadius server to carry out the required CUI functionality
and communicate appropriately with the MySQL database.
Our FreeRadius implementation included a AAAFS role,
which processes and proxies the AAA authentication and ac-
counting packets to the HN of the MD, and a AAAHS role
located at the HN of the MD, which eventually authenticates
the MD and computes its CUI value.

With regard to the MySQL database component of the
CUI implementation, for an AN we defined three specific ta-
bles; cui, cui accounting and accounting. The cui table is re-
sponsible for storing temporary connection information for
the MDs requesting connectivity from a WiFi AP within the
AN, such as the AP a MD’s request came from, the MD’s
MAC address, the CUI value of the MD (if it has been as-
signed one) etc.. The accounting table keeps accounting in-
formation for the MD, such as the amount of time it is con-
nected to the AN, the transmitted bytes, the HN that the MD
originates from (and should be later billed), etc.. Finally,
the cui accounting table matches connections and account-
ing records with the aid of the CUI value of each MD, and
an accounting session id. This table is then used to be able
to correlate connection and accounting information by using
the CUI value as the key, and thus retrieve network usage
information and bill the HN of the MD appropriately. The
MySQL database component of a HN has the matching three
tables (i.e. cui, cui accounting and accounting) to store sim-
ilar CUI and accounting information the AAAHS receives
from an AN’s AAAFS.

Fig. 3 shows a high level view of the communication and
the implemented functionality that has to be carried out in
order for our CUI implementation to achieve its goal. When
the MD’s request arrives at the AAAFS via the WiFi AP, the
AAAFS realizes that it should perform the role of the proxy
and forward the packet to another network for authentica-
tion. Subsequently, the AAAFS adds in the Access-Request
packet a CUI attribute with a null value, to signify that it
supports CUI, and also adds an Operator-Name attribute
with its own domain’s name. These additional attributes that
we add in the packet, are included when the Authenticator
value for the packet is computed with the AAAFS-AAAHS
shared secret. This implementation decision allows the re-
cipient of the packet, i.e. the AAAHS, to recognize if the

values have been altered in transit, and identify any man-in-
the-middle attacks. When the AAAHS processes the initial
Access-Request packets it proceeds and performs the neces-
sary authentication packet exchange with the MD, via the
AAAFS and the WiFi AP of the AN, according to the exact
authentication method that has been defined.

When the authentication finishes successfully and before
the AAAHS responds with an Access-Accept packet to the
AAAFS, it has to compute a CUI value for the MD, store
it in its database and then add it in the packet that will
be sent to the AN. We compute the CUI value by using a
hash function that is using three different parameters. The
first parameter is a secret salt value that the AAAHS has
stored locally, so that no other AAAHS could produce the
same hash value even if it received a request from the same
AN, concerning the same MD. The second parameter, is
the value that the AAAFS included in the Operator-Name
attribute for this request. Including the Operator-Name when
computing the CUI value means that each AN will receive a
different CUI value even for the same MD. This significant
implementation decision allows each AN to create a local
profile and AAA policies for a certain MD (based on its AN
specific CUI value), but prevents ANs from profiling and
blocking MDs based on shared CUI values, since each AN
would have a different CUI value even for the same MD.
The third parameter that we introduced in the hash function
that computes the CUI value is the real identity of the MD,
which is known only to the AAAHS. If a username/password
authentication method is used, then the real username of
the MD is used as the third parameter. If a certificate based
authentication is used, then the Common-Name of the MD’s
certificate is used. With these three parameters during the
creation of the hash value, the UA establishes that unique
CUI values are created in any scenario, but at the same time
that they cannot be forged by a third party, since all the
parties involved (i.e. HN, AN and MD) play a unique role
in the creation of the CUI value.

When the AAAFS receives an Access-Accept packet from
the AAAHS with a CUI attribute, it stores the value of the
attribute in its MySQL database and forwards the packet to
the NAS that allows access to the MD. Subsequently, when it
receives accounting packets from the WiFi AP (either Start,
Interim or Stop packets) it looks up in the database to see if
it has a CUI value for this specific MD. If there is a matching
CUI value, then this must be added in all the follow up
accounting packets sent to the AAAHS of the MD, because
there is no other way to associate the accounting information
with a specific MD.

The UA’s efficient CUI implementation does not intro-
duce any extra packets to the AAAFS-AAAHS communi-
cation to perform its role, as it piggybacks the CUI and the
Operator-Name attributes to AAA packets that are part of
the original AAA authentication and accounting packets’
exchange. In addition, our CUI implementation allows for



Figure 3. CUI Implementation’s Packet Exchange

a MD’s reauthentication to the same WiFi AP, or scenar-
ios where Session Resumption is enabled on the AAAHS.
Reauthentications to the same AP are mainly handled by
the WPA/WPA2 protocols as the packets that arrive at the
AAAFS are the accounting packets. Therefore, the AAAFS
follows exactly the same procedure as if the MD has just
been authenticated. In a Session Resumption (SR) scenario,
if a MD has been successfully authenticated to the AAAHS
within a specific period of time, the second phase of the
EAP-TLS authentication (that reveals the MD’s identity to
the AAAHS) is skipped in order to speed up the process,
and thus the CUI component cannot compute the CUI value
based on the MD’s request. Therefore, we implemented a
call up function to the local SSL cache of the AAAHS that
has the MD’s identity stored, which the CUI implementation
then uses to compute the CUI value for the MD, and allows
the SR to minimize authentication times without using un-
necessary resources.

7. Evaluation
In order to evaluate the true applicability and efficiency of
our approach, we carried out a series of performance tests
on our live IPv6 experimental testbed, grouped in two testing
regimes for Host and Network Mobility, respectively. Each
testing regime includes two different tests using the two in-
dicative authentication methods that we implemented, one
username/password based (i.e. EAP-TTLS) and one certifi-
cate based (i.e. EAP-TLS), evaluating them with and with-
out our CUI implementation. Each test includes 5 roamings
which we repeated 100 times, with the focus on measuring
the impact of the CUI implementation on different kinds of

authentications over different kinds of links. The number of
ANs on our testbed and the variety of links they route their
packets via, allow for a pragmatic real-world evaluation with
live Internet traffic.

The first testing regime (Fig. 4) includes Host Mobility
roamings of a WiFi enabled laptop (i.e. the MD) over three
WiFi ANs that are communicating over the Internet with a
HN. During each test of this regime, the MD performs 5
roamings (Rx) (depicted in Fig. 4) where it initially con-
nects to AN1 with R1 and AN2 with R2, to measure first
time authentications. Consequently, to test SR scenarios, R3
connects the MD to AN3 (WPA2) where SR at the AAAHS
is enabled, and then R4 to AN1 (WPA1) where, again, SR
is enabled. Finally, R5 connects the MD to AN2 again, to
evaluate how our implementation copes with WPA2 reau-
thentications. Table 1 shows the results from the two tests of
this testing regime, demonstrating how efficient our imple-
mentation is despite the different configurations of the WiFi
ANs. The impact of the CUI on the TTLS test varies from
0.9 to 9.2 milliseconds (ms) which is remarkably low in all
roamings, considering that some authentications took up to
a couple of hundreds of ms. In percentage terms, the CUI
impact brings a varying overhead from 1.1% to 13.9%. The
TLS test shows similar results, with the CUI impact in ms
varying from 0.8ms for the WPA2 reauthentication roaming
(R5), up to 7.6ms for the WPA1 SR enabled roaming (R4),
even though the total TLS authentications lasted longer com-
pared to TTLS. Again, the CUI impact in percentage terms
remain relatively small (from 2.6% to 13.2%), considering
the number of messages exchanged and the various database
hits for each request.

Figure 4. Test Regime 1 : CUI Host Mobility Evaluation

Testing Regime 1 R.1 R.2 R.3 R.4 R.5

T
T

L
S CUI off (sec) 0.2290 0.1894 0.0519 0.0554 0.0151

CUI on (sec) 0.2316 0.1986 0.0540 0.0631 0.0160
Impact (ms) 2.6 9.2 2.1 7.7 0.9
Impact (%) 1.1 4.9 4.0 13.9 6.0

T
L

S

CUI off (sec) 0.2626 0.3000 0.0446 0.0634 0.0148
CUI on (sec) 0.2694 0.3038 0.0505 0.0710 0.0156
Impact (ms) 6.8 3.8 5.9 7.6 0.8
Impact (%) 2.6 1.3 13.2 12.0 5.4

Table 1. CUI Host Mobility Evaluation



Figure 5. Test Regime 2 : CUI Network Mobility Evaluation

Testing Regime 2 R.1 R.2 R.3 R.4 R.5

T
T

L
S CUI off (sec) 0.2976 3.0584 13.5021 1.1499 4.3765

CUI on (sec) 0.3068 3.3222 14.8832 1.3041 4.7528
Impact (ms) 9.2 263.8 1381.1 154.2 376.3
Impact (%) 3.1 8.6 10.2 13.4 8.6

T
L

S

CUI off (sec) 0.4038 4.8120 12.9012 1.1949 4.3140
CUI on (sec) 0.4102 5.3420 14.2114 1.2181 4.6562
Impact (ms) 6.4 530.0 1310.2 23.2 342.2
Impact (%) 1.6 11.0 10.2 1.9 7.9

Table 2. CUI Network Mobility Evaluation

The second testing regime includes again the two TLS
and TTLS tests, but now for a Mobile Network represented
with a Mobile Router (MR) roaming over different types of
ANs (Fig. 5). In particular, AN1 is a WiFi WPA2 network,
AN2 is offering a UMTS link with 7.2Mbps/2Mbps down-
link/uplink theoretical capacity and 180 ms roundtrip la-
tency, and finally, AN3 offers a Satellite link by Inmarsat us-
ing an Explorer 500 mobile terminal with 464kbps/128kbps
downlink/uplink theoretical capacity and 1 second roundtrip
latency. During the 5 roamings of the second testing regime
(depicted in Fig. 5) the MR initially connects to AN1
(WPA2, R1), then AN2 (UMTS, R2) and AN3 (Satellite,
R3) to evaluate first authentications. Consequently, the MR
connects to AN2 (UMTS, R4) with SR enabled and then to
AN3 (Satellite, R5) again, with SR enabled. It is important
to emphasize, that since the MR obtains connectivity for the
whole MN, our CUI approach is measured on the WiFi AP
that the MR offers to the MDs, as in this scenario MDs treat
the MR as an AN. Table 2 presents the results from this
testing regime for Mobile Network scenarios. The results
illustrate that despite the fact that the impact in ms for the
Cellular and Satellite AN links is higher, as expected due
to the nature of the link, the impact in percentage terms re-
main at the same levels compared to the first testing regime,
varying from 1.6% to 13.4% in both TLS and TTLS tests.

The overall results of our tests, in both Host and Net-
work Mobility, using two indicative authentication methods
over different WiFi AN configurations and types of links,

demonstrates the efficiency of our solution. The CUI impact
in WiFi roamings is down to only a few ms, and even in
scenarios where the impact in ms is higher due to the slower
links, the percentage impact remains relatively low in all sce-
narios (less than 13.9%), which is remarkably small for the
benefits that our approach introduces.

8. Conclusion
In this paper we focused on a feature of our UA that provides
quick, effortless and most importantly, secure and private
network access to roaming MDs. Our design allows MDs
to obtain WiFi connectivity from ANs without configuration
in advance, with an Eduroam like infrastructure. In addition,
with a CUI based approach, the UA allows MDs to maintain
their privacy and ANs to provide secure and accountable ac-
cess without compromising their security policies. The eval-
uation of our implementation in both Host and Network Mo-
bility scenarios on a live testbed with different authentication
methods, WiFi configurations and types of links, demon-
strated the efficiency and applicability or our approach for
real world deployment in the current Internet infrastructure.
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